**SET INCLUDES:**
Includes: "Megatron™" Tank with cannon, 6 missiles, weapon, light unit and label sheet.

**NOTE:** Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children. Product and colors may vary.

**BATTERY INSTALLATION**
Use a Phillips® screwdriver to loosen screw and remove battery hatch on bottom of tank. Insert 2 "AA" batteries as shown. Alkaline batteries are recommended.

**OPERATING TANK SOUNDS**
Press front tank hatch to hear "Megatron™ attack." Press down on tank body as shown to hear engine sounds. Cannon barrel can pivot up and down.

**OPERATING CANNON**
Arm cannon, open lid of cannon magazine as own. Insert four missiles, then close lid.

**NOTE:** Do not insert more than four missiles.

**OPERATING CANNON (CONTINUED)**
To hear cannon "Lock 'n Load" sound, pull back lever as shown. Push button to shoot missile and hear missile firing sound.

**CAUTION:** Do not point weapon at eyes or face.

**TANK CONVERSION**
To convert tank to robot, simply follow these step-by-step instructions. Laser gun and light unit can be positioned on tank as shown. Remove gun and light unit to begin tank conversion.

**NOTE:** Excessive force is not necessary.

**STEP 1**
Pull back slightly on rear tank body, then pivot downward as shown. Open leg hatches.
STEP 2
Fold legs downward, then snap into position shown.

STEP 3
Pivot lower body into upper body section until they lock in place, then close leg hatches. Pull out robot feet. Fold robot arms out to the sides as shown.

STEP 4
Swing arms downward. Rotate lower arm sections around so robot fists face forward as shown.

STEP 5
To position forearms, pull down (ILL 5A) and upward as shown (ILL 5B). Insert laser gun a light unit post into either robot fist.

OPERATING ROBOT SOUNDS
Slide cannon over to the robot's right shoulder until it clicks and pops up and you hear "Megatron™ Cannon!" Press down on robot head to repeat "Megatron™ Cannon!"

OPERATING ROBOT SOUNDS (CONT.)
Swing left robot arm up to hear laser firing sound. Refer to "OPERATING CANNON" steps to hear cannon sounds and shoot missiles.

MISSILE STORAGE
Open leg hatches. One missile can be stored on inside groove within each leg as shown.

FINISH
When converting robot back to tank, reverse order of these instructions. Peel and apply labels as shown.
WARNING: Contains small parts which may present a choking hazard to children under the age of 3. Make sure all small parts are kept out of reach of children.